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ABSTRACT

This paper reports on the experimentation of a collaborative learning approach in university training 
for a Master’s degree in “Pedagogical and Multimedia Engineering”. It is carried out with learner-
teachers training in Instructional Design. The approach adopted focuses on the complexity of the 
collaborative situation, and is based on three andragogical models: shared cognition, self-directed 
learning and transformative learning. The aim of this study is twofold. On the one hand, to assess 
the relevance of a totally collaborative approach that fully integrates students into their learning. On 
the other hand, to design a collaborative model in the form of a grid that can be used to assess the 
collaborative potential of a learning situation. The indicators evoked by the collaborative groups in 
relation to each component of the model they developed reflect their level of appropriation of the 
model, and the impact of the approach on the development of skills for analyzing and designing 
learning situations.

KEywoRdS
Adult Collaborative Learning, Collaborative Approach, Collaborative Potential, Evaluation Model, Learning 
Situation

1. INTRodUCTIoN

The rapidly changing educational landscape, accentuated by the emergence of new technologies and 
the diversification of learning methods, is prompting educators to explore innovative approaches to 
improving the effectiveness of education. Among these approaches, collaborative learning stands 
out as a promising method, capitalizing on social interaction and the collective construction of 
knowledge. However, the current context of education is marked by a growing diversity of learners, 
changing expectations, and the ubiquitous integration of technology into the educational process. 
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The challenges are manifold, ranging from the need to respond to diverse learning styles to preparing 
learners for active participation in an increasingly interconnected society. Over the years, numerous 
studies and research projects have demonstrated the enormous potential of collaboration in developing 
learners’ ability to retain and reinforce the knowledge and skills they have acquired, in the collective 
construction of knowledge, in the development of a deep understanding of concepts, etc.

2. RESEARCH CoNTEXT

The literature reveals numerous meta-analysis studies relating to collaborative learning. These studies 
aim to report on the different impacts of collaboration on the quality and processes of learning, on 
the development of cognitive and metacognitive skills, etc. In this respect, we cite the work of (Kyndt 
et al., 2013; Pai et al., 2015; Cherneiy et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018).

More recently, Cindy and Heisawn, 2021 carried out a meta-analysis, which examined 700 articles 
on computer-assisted collaborative learning. The results of these analyses reveal the importance 
of interdisciplinarity in collaboration and the development of effective learning. In the same vein, 
Amparo et al., 2021 carried out a meta-analysis of 45 articles on collaborative learning from the 
Scopus, EBSCO, and Scielo databases between 2017 and 2021. The results of these analyses reveal 
that collaborative learning makes a significant contribution to the development of learning processes, 
improves interaction between learners, develops non-technical skills and critical thinking, and promotes 
values such as responsibility, solidarity, group work, shared cognition, etc.

Other studies have focused more specifically on the design and evaluation of pedagogical 
approaches and scenarios to be adopted to enable effective and optimized collaborative learning. In 
this article, we cite the work of (Chitiva, 2021, Molina et al., 2021, Vijayalakshmi & Kanchana, 2020 
and Marij et al., 2020), which highlight the importance and effectiveness of collaborative approaches 
based on problem situations, complex tasks, or collective productions in creating rich and effective 
collaborative learning experiences.

In their study, Nathalie et al. 2020 described a theoretical model for implementing the collaborative 
approach in higher education using Mezirow’s theory of transformative learning. Boating, 2022, for 
his part, relied on the notion of directed self-learning to set up a didactic approach integrating the 
collaborative approach by using modern technologies in adult education.

On the question of assessment applied to collaborative learning, most studies have focused 
on assessing the influence of psychological factors on the development of collaborative learning 
using subjective measurement techniques (Abuhasna et al., 2020), peer evaluations (Yokoyama & 
Miwa, 2021), rating grids (Swan et al., 2008), checklists of complex task indicators (Lee & Osman, 
2021), multiple choice questions (Bermert et al., 2020), semi-directed interviews (Cheng, 2021), and 
questionnaires (Ghaviferk, 2020).

Borge et al. 2019 used the analysis of collaborative scripts to conclude the resources of shared 
cognition in the collaborative group. Other researchers have used collaborative learning analysis 
techniques such as the analysis of written traces and social interactions to deduce emerging models 
of collaboration and the feedback to be put in place (Reiman et al., 2020). Dillenbourg & Hong, 
2020 use a large-scale approach to examine the subtleties of collaborative learning in various 
disciplinary contexts. While Pijiera-Diaz & Suthers, 2020 analyzed the semantic networks generated 
by collaborative groups during group problem-solving.

All studies on collaborative learning recognize the importance of the learning situation and the 
learning tasks to be carried out in designing effective collaborative learning scenarios. However, the 
analysis and evaluation of collaborative potential (in terms of knowledge, know-how, and interpersonal 
skills) have not received the same attention from research in the educational sciences, cognitive 
psychology, or computer environment technologies.

Moreover, not all learning situations necessarily require a collaborative approach, as Summers & 
Volet, 2010 point out, and the choice between individual and collaborative learning depends largely on 
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the specific nature of the task to be carried out, the learning objectives, and the learners’ preferences. 
All the more reason for the situation that the object of collaborative learning to be analyzed and 
examined in depth before it is implemented in any teaching approach.

Knowing that any learning situation, especially when it is complex and stimulating, carries a 
set of knowledge and procedures and can generate different cognitive and metacognitive processes. 
Furthermore, the data resulting from the analysis of the collaborative potential of the situation could be 
of great pedagogical use insofar as these data can inform designers on the best pedagogical scenarios 
for effective collaborative learning experiences, in particular the management and in-depth evaluation 
of the learning acquired, developed and shared, and the feedback to be provided.

In this context, our study is part of this perspective of analyzing the collaborative potential of 
a learning situation described as collaborative, seeking to answer several crucial questions: Are the 
different collaborative groups capable of devising a collective model to help assess the collaborative 
potential of a learning situation? Are the different collaborative groups capable of applying the 
evaluation model they have developed to assess the collaborative quality of a situation imposed by 
the teacher? Are the different collaborative groups able to apply the assessment model to design a 
collaborative learning situation of their choice? Does the approach adopted have the same impact 
and effectiveness for the different groups in our sample?

The main aim of this research is twofold. On the one hand, to present a collaborative approach 
that fully integrates learner-teachers into their learning. On the other hand, to design a tool in the 
form of a grid that can be used to assess the collaborative potential of a learning situation.

This article is structured to provide a holistic view of the experiment. We begin with a review 
of the theoretical foundations of collaborative learning, before diving into the methodology of the 
study, the results observed, and a discussion of the implications of our findings.

3. THEoRETICAL FRAMEwoRK

The theoretical foundations of collaborative learning are based on conceptual frameworks 
drawn from several educational theories. In this article, we cite the key theories underpinning 
collaborative learning:

Constructivism, which asserts that knowledge is constructed by the learner through interactions 
with their environment. However, in the collaborative context, learners actively construct their 
understanding by interacting with their peers, sharing ideas, and solving problems together.

Social constructivism, which emphasizes the importance of social interaction in the process of 
constructing knowledge, taking into account Vygotsky’s theory of the Proximal Zone of Development 
(PZD), which suggests that learning is most effective when it takes place in the zone between what the 
learner can do on their own and what they can do with the help of a more competent peer. However, 
collaborative learning is rooted in this perspective, promoting the co-construction of knowledge 
through shared discussions and activities and encouraging peer-to-peer interactions to support 
learners in their PZD.

Situated Learning theory, which postulates that knowledge is better understood and retained 
when it is anchored in meaningful contexts. However, collaborative learning often favors activities 
situated in authentic contexts, thus reinforcing understanding of the content.

Experiential learning, an approach that emphasizes learning through experience and interaction. 
Indeed, collaborative activities offer learners interactive experiences that go beyond the simple 
reception of information (Balleux, 2000).

Cognitive interactivity theory, which emphasizes the importance of cognitive interaction, where 
learners engage in discussions and activities that stimulate their critical thinking and problem-solving 
(Jonassen, 1995).
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The theory of social cooperation, which highlights the benefits of social cooperation in learning, 
with researchers emphasizing that cooperation, rather than competition, foster a positive climate for 
learning (Johnson & Johnson, 1975).

Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) theory is a specific branch of collaborative 
learning that explores how technology can facilitate online collaboration. It draws on concepts such

As online social presence and the collective construction of knowledge through digital platforms 
(Moore, 2019; Bengochea, 2021).

Distributed Learning theory, which considers that knowledge and learning are not limited to 
individuals, but are distributed through social interactions and cultural artifacts. However, collaborative 
learning is part of this distributed perspective of cognition (Molinari et al., 2021).

The theory of self-directed learning has its roots in the thinking of Dewey. In the second half 
of the twentieth century, this theory gradually gained ground in the field of adult education, starting 
with the seminal work of Rogers (1969), Tough (1971), and Knowles (1975). Knowles defines self-
directed learning as “a process in which individuals take the initiative, with or without the help of 
others, in determining their training needs, in identifying the human and material resources required 
for training, in selecting and implementing appropriate training strategies, and in evaluating the 
results of their training.

Mezirow’s notion of transformative learning is now a benchmark in the field of adult education. 
Mezirow has defined the concept of Transformative Learning as “the process of using a prior 
interpretation to construct a new or revisited interpretation of the meaning of one’s experience as 
a guide to future action” (Mezirow, 2000). He believes that learning is truly transformative if, by 
going beyond the instrumental or communicative exchange level, it produces a form of liberating 
emancipation in the adult.

In conclusion, by combining these theoretical perspectives, collaborative learning offers a 
powerful framework for the construction of knowledge, the active engagement of learners, and 
the development of social and cognitive skills. These theoretical foundations guide the design and 
implementation of collaborative activities in various educational contexts.

Given that we are dealing with adult education, our training approach is based on a mixed 
andragogical model centered on the nature of the situation (complex task) and founded on the 
exploitation of the potential of self-directed learning to generate a conscious sharing of cognition 
to make collaborative learning transformable in different situations. The following figure illustrates 

Figure 1. The model supports the approach adopted
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the model based on the approach adopted, which enables each component to call on the other in a 
process of reflective learning and conscious skills.

Based on our previous work (Khaldi et al., 2021; 2020). Whereas a learning situation in an 
e-learning module corresponds to learning activities. The following figure illustrates an example of 
the life cycle of a pedagogical scenario for a learning situation.

In this article, we propose the life cycle of a pedagogical scenario for the implementation of 
the collaborative learning model, which is made up of five stages. The following figure illustrates 
the model.

4. METHodoLoGy

This experiment is being carried out with 84 learner-teachers studying for a master’s degree in 
Multimedia Pedagogical Engineering at the Ecole Normale Supérieure Tétouan (Abdelmalek Essaadi 
University, Morocco). One of the main aims of this Master’s program is to train people to design, 
analyze, develop, and evaluate distance learning and e-Learning systems, using the approaches, 
methods, techniques, and tools of pedagogical and adult education engineering.

All the participants are practicing teachers with over ten years’ experience of in teaching. The 
experiment therefore reflects the training strategy adopted in the teaching of one of the modules in 
this master’s degree, which is “educational design”. Most of the training in this module is geared 
towards group work and production. The participants are therefore familiar with collaborative work, 
especially as the profile sought is that of a professional in the field.

Figure 2. Example of the life cycle of a teaching scenario for a learning situation

Figure 3. Example of the lifecycle of an educational scenario implementing the collaborative learning model
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However, referring to the model of the training approach adopted, the first phase concerns the 
kick-off meeting, the aim of which is to explain the training strategy, the approach and scenario 
adopted, and the expectations of the training. This phase was carried out face-to-face, in fact, after 
stating the objectives of the research through a presentation, the teacher opened a discussion to answer 
the questions asked and clarify any points that were not well understood.

The second phase involved conceptualization, the aim of which was to identify and analyze as 
many evaluation indicators as possible, based on the reading and analysis of 12 research articles on 
collaborative learning. However, the task to be carried out by each group is to form an overall picture 
of what collaborative learning is and to deduce from the different articles the different criteria that 
can qualify a learning situation as “collaborative”. Each group, using the techniques already studied, 
leads discussions around the indicators that can be associated with each criterion for characterizing 
the collaborative situation. It should be noted that the composition of the different groups (4 learner-
teachers per group) is freely distributed according to the preferences of the learner-teachers, which 
means that there are 21 groups in total.

The different results obtained are collected by the teacher and grouped in the form of criteria. 
The following table shows the different criteria taken into consideration.

After establishing the table of qualitative criteria for a collaborative situation, the teacher asked 
the different groups to analyze and then assign a degree of agreement from 0 to 4 on the importance 
of the criterion in the collaborative situation based on the following rule: (0: totally disagree; 1: 
disagree; 2: indifferent; 3: agree; 4: strongly agree).

Question 1: Are the participants capable of designing a collective model to help design or evaluate 
a collaborative situation?

In the modelling phase, the aim is to develop the final model selected by all the groups. The 
different groups are then asked to apply the chosen model in assessing the collaborative quality of 
a learning situation proposed by the teacher and which concerns “the collaborative scripting of an 
online multimedia course and the production of the associated model”. Such a situation is complex 
because it involves multiple aspects of pedagogy, didactics and computer environment technologies, 
etc. The task of each group is to analyse the situation in depth and to demonstrate understanding of 
each criterion by evoking concrete indicators.

Table 1. Qualitative criteria of a collaborative situation

Criteria

C1: The situation contains a shared goal

C2: The situation is complex

C3: The situation generates a socio-cognitive conflict

C4: The situation concerns necessary training needs.

C5: The situation generates new knowledge

C6: The situation invites metacognition

C7: The situation motivates active engagement

C8: The situation allows the development of the ZCD zone

Others: (easy, didactic, precise, problem, reflexivity, metacognitive objectives, creative, etc.)
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Question 2: Are the participants capable of applying the validation model developed by themselves 
to assess the collaborative quality of a situation imposed by the teacher?

In the transformation phase, which concerns the transfer of skills, the aim is to assess each group’s 
ability to apply the model to the situation of its choice. The task is to propose a scoreboard for each 
group, where each group applies the model in the same way as before, to analyze the collaborative 
potential of a situation of its choice and in the area of its preferences.

At the end of the transformation phase, which concerns the transfer of skills, we asked a third 
question, the results of which we will discuss in the “results and discussion” section:

Question 3: Are the participants able to apply the evaluation model to analyze the collaborative 
potential of a collaborative learning situation of their choice?

In each situation, the different groups of teachers are asked to analyze the situation based on the 
criteria in the evaluation model, and consequently to give indicators or concrete evidence to enhance 
each criterion in the model. A score is awarded by the module teacher for each criterion:

1: No indicator or evidence
2: Indicator not specified using a concrete example
3: Indicator or evidence specified using a concrete example
4: More than one indicator specified

An example of the responses from the collaborative groups is given in the appendix. To analyze 
the data, we used descriptive statistics to report the average level of each group, and Levene’s test to 
report the significance of the differences in the observations obtained between the different groups.

5. RESULTS ANd dISCUSSIoN

5.1. Modeling Phase
Question 1: Are the learner-teachers capable of devising a collective model for analyzing and 

evaluating the collaborative potential of a learning situation?

After reading and analyzing the various resources made available to them, all the learner-teachers 
were able to identify several criteria that could characterize a collaborative situation. Table 2 shows 
the eight headings or quality criteria for the collaborative situation that were accepted by the entire 
population.

These criteria were given the same importance and therefore the same weight in the model (α # 
0.8). All groups agreed on the 8 criteria C1 to C8 (3 < x < 4; σ2 <0.15). For all learners, all criteria 
indicated the collaborative potential of a learning situation. In other words, a learning situation 
that encourages or brings out these different components can generate effective, productive or 
transformative collaborative learning.

Note that:

Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.838 (number of items 8)
Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardised items:0.855
α: Cronbach’s alpha with item removal
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5.2. Application and objectification Phase

Question 2: Are the participants able to apply the evaluation or analysis model they have developed 
themselves to account for the collaborative potential of a situation imposed by the teacher?

Using the evaluation or analysis grids produced by each collaborative group, and after the 
module teacher has assigned a score between 1 and 4 to each criterion (C1 to C8), according to the 
scale presented earlier, the average score obtained by each group in relation to the eight criteria (xG) 
is calculated. We then determine x, the average score obtained by all the groups for all the criteria 
(x = ∑xG / 22).

To avoid overloading the data, Table 3 shows the minimum average score (Min) and the maximum 
average score (Max).

The results show that, on average, the support indicators mentioned by all the groups are satisfied 
(x=3.150), which shows that the different groups, on average, manage to give at least one concrete 
proof for each criterion. However, the high value of the variance (σ2=0.651) shows that the teachers 
found it difficult to illustrate certain criteria using precise indicators. This was the case for criteria 
C6 (the situation promotes metacognition) and C8 (the situation helps develop the proximal zone), 
which obtained low satisfaction scores (one degree below 2).

The single-factor variance homogeneity test shows that the differences observed between the 
different groups are not statistically significant (F (21, 8) = 1.013 < fc (critical value) = 1.650; 
sig=0.045). The homogeneity of the differences in the small groups of teachers shows that they 
generally adopt the same behavior when faced with the situation, which is also part of their daily 
teaching and learning. Future teachers are used to designing learning activities in “group work” mode, 
but not in an educational engineering context, which requires an in-depth analysis of both learning 
needs and the scope of the learning situation, necessitating very careful planning of the learning.

5.3. Skills Transfer Phase

Question 3: Are the participants able to apply the evaluation model to analyze the collaborative 
potential of a collaborative learning situation of their choice?

The results obtained (Table 4) show a clear improvement in the scores obtained compared with 
the application of the model in an imposed situation. The minimum average level of satisfaction rose 

Table 3. Scores obtained and comparison of the averages obtained by the different groups

Descriptive statistics Variance homogeneity test

Min Max x σ σ 2 N dll F sig fc

Situation 1 2.630 3.500 3.150 0.226 0.651 21 20 1.013 0.045 1.650

Table 4. Scores obtained by the different groups in the application of the model to the analysis of the collaborative potential of 
the free choice situation

Descriptive statistics Variance homogeneity test

Min Max x σ σ 2 N dll F sig fc

Situation 2 3.130 3.880 3.583 0.210 0.044 21 20 1.542 0.075 1.650
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from Min = 2.630 (situation 1) to Min = 3.130 (situation 2). The maximum level of satisfaction rose 
from Max = 3,500 (situation 1) to Max = 3,880 (situation 2). As a result, the average satisfaction 
score rose from x = 3.150 to x = 3.583). The differences in scores between the groups were not 
significant (F(21, 8) = 1.542 < fc = 1.650).

All the choices made by the groups of learner-teachers concerned complex disciplinary tasks 
(computing, mathematics, physical sciences, and languages). All the groups in our study population 
preferred to work on situations arising from their teaching practice, which we believe facilitated the 
transfer of the skills developed. The results show a high level of awareness among the learner-teachers 
of the collaborative quality of the learning situations chosen.

The differences in scores between the groups, which were not significant, lead us to believe that 
the approach adopted was relevant and usable at the same level by all the learner-teachers who took 
part in this experiment with the collaborative approach.

However, the transfer of skills to other preferred situations was facilitated by the choice of a 
situation directly linked to the learners’ everyday practices. The results of the comparison of the scores 
(table 5) obtained in situation 1 and situation 2 show a slight but statistically significant difference 
in favor of situation 2 (F (20; 8) = 1.872 > fc (critical value).

Using a self-developed assessment model in a collaborative context means that it can be 
appropriated and applied in a meaningful and formative way in engaging and stimulating situations. 
The collaborative work also enabled the learner-teachers to better understand and assimilate certain 
key concepts from the cognitive sciences, such as socio-cognitive conflict, metacognition, the 
proximity zone, etc.

6. CoNCLUSIoN

The conclusions drawn from this experiment make it possible to emphasize that the collaborative 
approach adopted in the training of learner-teachers in instructional design, based on a pedagogical 
approach cantered on groups of learners and piloted by themselves, has a positive and significant 
impact on the development of skills in the design of collaborative learning situations and the analysis 
and evaluation of their collaborative potential.

We believe that placing learner-teachers in a learning situation that is both part of their everyday 
teaching practice and part of an instructional engineering perspective leads to strong engagement, 
self-direction, and a significant transfer of learning. The approach adopted made it possible to 
achieve the objectives set, i.e., the ability to develop an assessment model and apply it consciously 
in different situations.

Situated in the context of educational engineering, and about an eminent need for designers 
of e-learning experiences, the analysis of the cognitive, metacognitive, communicative, and social 
impact of a learning situation provides important data for educational designers, particularly when 
it comes to steering, evaluating or even anticipating distance learning processes.

Table 5. Comparison of the satisfaction scores obtained by all the groups of teachers between the imposed situation (situation 
1) and the preferred situation (situation 2)

x σ 2 N dll F sig fc

Situation 1 3.150 0.651 21 20 1.872 0.1 1.63

Situation 2 3.583 0.044
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APPENdIX

Table 6. Quality criteria

Quality criteria Indicators or evidence examples

C1: The situation contains 
a shared goal

▪ As teachers, we all need to develop our skills in assessing and analysing learning 
situations. 
▪ Learn to design subjective assessment grids. 
▪ The assessment at the end of the module will focus on the design of collaborative 
situations. 
▪ We can’t wait to put our skills to the test

C2: The situation is 
complex

▪ Scripting an online multimedia course involves several fields: cognitive science, 
didactics, pedagogy, IT technology, multimedia, management, etc. 
▪ The situation calls on several models: instructional design models, learning models, 
teaching models, etc. 
▪ The situation suggests complex tasks: Educational alignment; adaptation; integration into 
a platform, etc. 
▪ The situation requires multiple skills in the pedagogical engineering of e-learning 
systems

C3: The situation 
generates a socio-
cognitive conflict

▪ The situation calls on a range of knowledge about which we do not have the same ideas 
or representations: the notions of learning objectives, assessment objectives, and skills; the 
relationship between objectives and skills. 
▪ Confusions between instructional design models, learning models, and teaching models. 
▪ Confusions between didactic approaches and methods

C4: The situation relates 
to training needs.

▪ The situation fits in perfectly with our day-to-day teaching practices: lesson preparation 
and implementation. 
▪ The situation is relevant to our distance learning issues during Covid 19 
▪ The situation is authentic in the context of the profile of the instructional designer that we 
are seeking to develop. 
▪ The situation conveys a set of cognitive and metacognitive skills that we need to 
improve our teaching: needs analysis, design and modeling, scripting and mediatization, 
development and implementation, e-learning platforms, etc.

C5: The situation 
generates new knowledge

▪ The situation conveys a body of knowledge that is new to us: Instructional design models, 
-e-learning platforms. 
▪ New concepts and techniques: instructional scripting models, microlearning, interactive 
video, cognitive load, etc. 
▪ New approaches: flipped classroom, multimedia courses, adaptation

C6: The situation 
encourages metacognition

▪ The situation enables everyone to benefit according to their personal needs: validation of 
the module, design skills, skills for enrolling in a doctorate, etc. 
▪ The situation requires planning and anticipating difficulties 
▪ The situation provides an opportunity to practice and enhance what has been learned.

C7: The situation 
motivates active 
engagement

▪ The situation relates to a problem that we face every day in our teaching practice: how to 
prepare and implement a lesson that is suitable for all pupils. 
▪ The module will be assessed on the design of a collaborative learning situation and the 
analysis of its collaborative potential. 
▪ The profile of the multimedia course designer is now required since COVID-19 19.

C8: The situation makes 
it possible to develop the 
ZCD zone

▪ We are used to designing our daily lessons individually, but we need to work together to 
design an online multimedia course. 
▪ The situation has enabled us to develop our cognitive ability to analyze complex 
learning situations: cognitive skills of analysis, comparison, evaluation, and integration of 
theoretical knowledge.
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